Secret sharing is an information security technique where a dealer divides a secret into a collection of shares and distributes these to members of a group. The secret will only be revealed when a predefined number of group members cooperate to recover the secret. The purpose of this study is to investigate a method of distributing shares by embedding them into cover Quick Response (QR) codes in a secure manner using cryptographic keys. The advantage of this approach is that the shares can be disseminated over public channels, as anyone who scans the QR codes will only obtain public information. Only authorized individuals who are in possession of the required keys will be able to recover the shares. This also means that when group members cooperate to recover a secret, the group can determine the presence of an illegitimate participant if the person does not produce a valid share. This study proposes a protocol for accomplishing this and discusses the underlying security of the protocol. Abstract: Secret sharing is an information security technique where a dealer divides a secret into a collection of shares and distributes these to members of a group. The secret will only be revealed when a predefined number of group members cooperate to recover the secret. The purpose of this study is to investigate a method of distributing shares by embedding them into cover Quick Response (QR) codes in a secure manner using cryptographic keys. The advantage of this approach is that the shares can be disseminated over public channels, as anyone who scans the QR codes will only obtain public information. Only authorized individuals who are in possession of the required keys will be able to recover the shares. This also means that when group members cooperate to recover a secret, the group can determine the presence of an illegitimate participant if the person does not produce a valid share. This study proposes a protocol for accomplishing this and discusses the underlying security of the protocol.
Introduction
Consider the scenario where an organization requires a group of participants to cooperate on a secret task, but the group members do not know each other. The organization can split a secret into a number of pieces and distribute each piece to a different group member. Only when the pieces are combined can the secret be recovered. The organization can communicate with members of the group by sending out messages with Quick Response (QR) codes. Each QR code contains non-suspicious public information in conjunction with an encrypted piece of the secret. To an unsuspecting observer, the QR codes will not give rise to any cause for concern as anybody can use a QR code reader to retrieve the public information. Only authorized group members will be able to extract and decrypt the concealed information to obtain a piece of the secret. Group members must then cooperate to recover the secret by combining their respective pieces together. In doing so, this also verifies the identity of members of the group with each other, since only authorized individuals can obtain a correctly-decrypted piece of the secret.
Secret sharing is a technique in information security where a group of participants must cooperate to recover a secret [1] . A secret sharing scheme is a method whereby a dealer divides a secret into a collection of shares. These shares are to be distributed to members of the group. Each share by itself must not reveal any information about the secret. Only when the information from a certain number of shares is combined can the secret be recovered [2] .
The motivation behind this study is due to the fact that in a number of secret sharing approaches, despite the fact that individual shares do not reveal any information about the secret, a typical share may be obvious even to a casual observer. For example, in visual cryptography schemes, shares are images consisting of seemingly meaningless random black and white pixels. Anyone who sees such an image will suspect that it is a share. This paper investigates a novel approach of distributing secret shares over public communication channels.
The proposed secret sharing protocol adopts the concept of visual subterfuge to hide and conceal shares within cover QR codes. Any member of the public can decode the resulting QR codes using an ordinary QR code reader to retrieve the public information. However, only an authorized person who possesses the correct keys can decrypt the secret share information that is meant for that individual. The purpose of this approach is to lower the probability that potential adversaries may suspect the presence of a secret. Furthermore, QR codes can be scanned and decoded by devices equipped with cameras via the visual channel. Thus, the shares can be disseminated using printed media. In addition, the proposed protocol employs a cooperate layer where participants must combine their respective shares to decrypt the secret.
This study is also related to secret handshake protocols. A secret handshake protocol aims to allow group members to mutually identify one another [3] . Since the secret handshake can only be performed by authorized members of the group, this allows for mutual authentication between authorized parties [4] . In the protocol investigated in this study, only an authorized person can obtain a correct piece of the secret. Therefore, if the group can successfully recover the secret, this means that the members are authorized persons that are part of the group. If only some of the people present can recover the secret, the other people will be identified as unauthorized and malicious.
In comparison with existing techniques involving QR codes and secrets, their differences with the method proposed in this paper are summarized as follows:
1.
The objective of the proposed protocol is to encrypt and conceal shares within QR codes to be able to distribute the shares via public channels without raising suspicion. While there are a number of existing techniques for hiding a secret within a QR code, the purpose of many of these methods is for data hiding and not for secret sharing [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Hence, cooperation between a threshold number of participants to recover the secret is not incorporated in these techniques.
2.
There are some drawbacks with existing QR code secret sharing approaches that are based on visual cryptography. For example, the QR code sizes that are used may have to be very large [10] . This may be useful in situations where decryption necessitates no computation; however, large QR codes are impractical and are likely to raise suspicion as these are not commonly used in public. Other approaches result in QR codes that are valid, but do not look like normal QR codes because each module is divided into smaller sub-modules in order to enable secret sharing [11] . 3.
There are also existing (n, n) QR code secret sharing approaches where normal looking QR codes are used [12, 13] . However, (n, n) secret sharing requires that all participants must be present to recover the secret. The proposed protocol is for (k, n) secret sharing, where k can be < n. In other words, while a threshold number of participants is required to recover the secret, this threshold does not have to be all the participants. 4.
Unlike our previous work in Chow et al. [14] , in which the purpose was to use a single non-suspicious QR code to broadcast a secret to a group of authorized participants where each participant can obtain the secret themselves, the protocol proposed in this paper provides a mechanism for a shared secret using QR codes. This means that each participant can only obtain his/her respective share, which does not reveal the secret, and must cooperate with other participants before the secret can be recovered.
Background

Secret Sharing
Blakley [15] and Shamir [16] were the first to introduce the notion of secret sharing. Since its inception, secret sharing schemes have become vital tools that are used for many applications in cryptography and distributed computing [2] . A description of a general k-out-of-n, or (k, n), threshold secret sharing scheme can be defined as follows. Data in the form of a secret, D, are split into n pieces, D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D n , where n > 1 [16] . The n pieces of the secret are known as shares. The secret is divided into shares in a manner in which knowledge of any k, or more shares, will allow D to be recovered, whereas knowledge of only k − 1, or fewer shares, makes the recovery of D impossible.
The following is an example of a threshold secret sharing scheme that is based on polynomial interpolation [16] : Definition 1. In a two-dimensional plane, for k points (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x k , y k ), there can be only one polynomial q(x) of degree k − 1 where q(x i ) = y i for all i. Let D be a number. D can be split into shares, D i , by choosing a random k − 1 degree polynomial q(x) = a 0 + a 1 x + . . . + a k−1 x k−1 (mod p), such that a 0 = D and
, and p is a prime where p > max(n, |D|).
With information of any k, or more, shares D i along with the respective indices, i.e., (x i , q(x i )) where i = {1, . . . , k}, the coefficients of q(x) can be interpolated to obtain the value of D = q(0). This can be done using Lagrange polynomial interpolation [17] :
However, with information of only k − 1, or fewer, D i , it is impossible to determine the value of D because there is insufficient information.
A variety of diverse secret sharing schemes with different levels of complexity have been proposed over many years. Some schemes involve complex numerical computation in the generation of shares and/or in the recovery of the secret. On the other hand, some schemes require little or no computation. For instance, visual cryptography is a commonly-known visual secret sharing method where the shares are binary images, which consist of black and white pixels. A secret image is divided into a number of shares. Each share is meant to be separately printed on a transparency. The secret is revealed when the predefined number of transparencies are stacked. This is because by stacking the transparencies, the human visual system is able to perceive the black and white pixel contributions to obtain the secret without requiring any form of computation [1, 18] .
However, one of the drawbacks of traditional visual cryptography is that each share is an image with a random pattern of black and white pixels. Due to the seemingly meaningless pattern of pixels, a visual cryptography share is obvious even to a casual observer. To overcome this problem, extended visual cryptography is a method of encoding shares within cover images [19] . Therefore, each share is a meaningful image. The benefit of encoding shares into "innocent-looking" meaningful cover images is that it aims to decrease the prospect of attracting the unwanted attention of attackers [20] . Nevertheless, each share in extended visual cryptography is a very noisy looking image. The approach examined in this study aims to avoid the attention of attackers by distributing shares using innocent-looking QR codes that contain both public and concealed information.
Quick Response Codes
A Quick Response (QR) code is a two-dimensional code that consists of light and dark squares, referred to as modules. A standard for the QR code was defined by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO): ISO/IEC18004 [21] . The standard defines forty QR code versions, where each version is made up of a different number of modules, thus giving rise to varying capacities for data. QR codes can encode various types of data including numeric, alphanumeric, binary and kanji.
Error correction is an inherent part of QR codes. It allows for correct decoding even if part of a QR code is dirty, obscured or damaged. There is a total of four error correction levels (i.e., low~7%, medium~15%, quartile~25% and high~30%), and each level provides for a different amount of error correction. Higher error correction levels increase the amount of error that can be tolerated, but also enlarges the size of the encoded data. This error correction mechanism allows for the contents of a QR code to be decoded even if part of it is obscured, so long as the amount of error does not exceed the error correction capacity. As such, many people have exploited this property for various purposes by deliberately introducing some error, like inserting a picture into a QR code. Figure 1 shows an example of a QR code structure [21] . It can be seen that the structure is made up of encoding regions, as well as function patterns. Function patterns do not encode data and are used for retrieving specific information about the QR code, e.g., its version and error correction level. The encoding region is made up of data codewords and error correction codewords. Each codeword contains eight bits. Data are encoded in a QR code as a stream of bits, which is divided into a sequence of codewords. The data and error correction codewords in a QR code are divided into one or more blocks. The specific number of blocks, along with the total number of data and error correction codewords, is determined based on the QR code version and error correction level. Within each block, the error correction codewords are appended to the end of the data codeword sequence and encoded within the blocks in an interleaved manner. The purpose of this is to reduce the likelihood that localized damage will result in an undecodable QR code. Figure 2 depicts the arrangement of data and error correction codewords within a Version 4 QR code, with error correction level H. 
Related Work
The use of QR codes in information security has been proposed for a variety of different purposes, such as for authenticating visual cryptography shares [22] , e-voting authentication [23] , digital watermarking [24] , data hiding [7] and secret sharing [10, 12, 13] . This section presents several studies that are related to the work in this paper.
Researchers have previously proposed steganography and data hiding techniques using QR codes. A technique for embedding data in the form of a QR code within a digital image was proposed by Wu et al. [7] . Their purpose was to conceal the existence of a QR code within a digital image in a manner that minimizes degradation of the image's visual quality. Chen and Wang [5] proposed an image steganography scheme by adopting the use of QR codes. The purpose of their scheme was to embed two types of secret data within a cover image, namely, text data (lossless) and image data (lossy). The text data were embedded in the form of a QR code. Chung et al. [6] also described a relatively similar approach.
Lin et al. [8] capitalized on the error correction redundancy mechanism of QR codes for the purpose of concealing secret data in a cover QR code. The size of secret data that can be hidden is governed by the data capacity of the QR code, which in turn is dependent on the version of the QR code that is used and its error correction level. In a different method, Bui et al. [9] proposed a method of hiding a secret message within a QR code using Reed-Solomon code, which is used in QR codes for error correction, and list decoding. Their purpose was to overcome modification attack vulnerabilities of other approaches that use bit embedding to hide secret messages in QR codes.
In previous work, a method of hiding a QR code, which contained concealed information, within a public QR code was examined in Chow et al. [14] . This approach was named covert QR codes. The objective of the approach was to employ visual subterfuge to embed a hidden secret message within a QR code and only authorized people could retrieve the secret. This would allow a dealer to disseminate a secret message to a group of authorized people over public channels. For example, a dealer could put a poster with a QR code in a public place. The casual observer will only be able to retrieve the public message, whereas all authorized people will be able to obtain the secret. This approach is useful in the situation where a dealer wants to broadcast the same secret message to all the authorized recipients. The method investigated in this paper on the other hand is intended to send a different share to each authorized participant, and the secret can only be recovered through cooperation between a threshold number of participants.
A number of methods for using QR codes in secret sharing schemes has also been proposed. Wan et al. [10] demonstrated a method of embedding visual cryptography shares within cover QR codes. They called this technique a (k, n) visual secret sharing scheme based on QR codes. By embedding shares in QR codes, when a qualified number of cover QR codes was stacked, the secret could be recovered by the human visual system based on visual cryptography principles. While the advantage of this method is that no computation is required to decrypt the secret, the drawback is that the size of the cover QR codes must be very large in order to contain meaningful visual cryptography shares.
Another approach based on QR codes and visual cryptography was also proposed in Cheng et al. [11] . In their approach, the access structure of visual cryptography schemes is used for distributing and embedding secret information into QR code shares. This is done by dividing a cell into 3×3 sub-modules, where the public message in the centre sub-module remains, but the surrounding sub-modules are used to embed a visual cryptography access structure. Decryption is based on an XOR (exclusive or) operation.While the resulting QR code shares are all valid QR codes that can be scanned by a normal QR code reader, they do not look like normal QR codes due to the embedding of secret information by modifying the sub-modules.
A distributed secret sharing approach using QR codes was proposed by Lin [13] . This approach is an (n, n) secret sharing scheme, where a secret is split into shares and encrypted before concealing them within marked QR codes. The secret can be retrieved when all the shares are available. A cheater prevention mechanism was also incorporated in this approach. A different (n, n) QR code secret sharing technique was presented in Chow et al. [12] . This approach also exploits the error correction feature that is a characteristic part of the QR code structure by distributing and embedding information from a secret QR code within n cover QR code shares. To recover the secret, the information from the QR code shares can be collated to obtain a recovered secret QR code, which can then be decoded to reveal the secret message. The advantage of this approach is that no encryption keys are required.
Protocol and Adversarial Models
To analyse the security of the proposed protocol, this section describes the protocol and adversarial models, along with the underlying assumptions.
Protocol Model
The protocol is modelled based on the following entities: a dealer who knows the identities of all the participants and has access to the system that implements the encryption and concealment phase as described in Section 5.1; n participants who are each equipped with a device that has a QR code reader, which holds the cryptographic keys and implements the extraction and decryption phase as described in Section 5.2.
To distribute a secret, the dealer can send QR codes over public unsecure channels, including on printed media. The protocol assumes that the secret sharing scheme implemented in conjunction with the protocol does not leak any information that can be used to determine the secret or any useful information pertaining to the secret. Furthermore, any k − 1, or less, shares will also not reveal any information pertaining to the secret, thereby precluding any form of collusion between participants. In addition, without losing generality, the protocol assumes that the dealer and participants have a secure channel for sharing a symmetric key. It also assumes that a public key infrastructure is in place where the dealer, who knows the identities of all the participants, can obtain digital certificates of the participants from a trusted certification authority.
Adversarial Model
Based on the protocol model defined above, the adversarial model assumes that an attacker can access all communication involving the use of QR codes over public channels, including on printed media. It also assumes that the attacker can extract the hidden message from the QR codes and can obtain information about all modifications made to the cover QR codes. Since the attacker does not have the cryptographic keys, it is assumed that the attacker cannot decrypt the hidden message and cannot obtain a legitimate share. However, an attacker can try to impersonate a participant by presenting an illegitimate share to the group. Figure 3 provides an overview of the proposed secret sharing protocol using QR codes and symmetric keys. The aim of the proposed protocol is to encrypt and conceal shares within QR codes in order to be able to distribute the shares via public channels without raising suspicion. Only authorized individuals who have the appropriate credentials can extract and decrypt the information to obtain the shares. Subsequently, a qualified number of group members must cooperate before the secret can be revealed. The overview depicted in Figure 3 divides the overall process in to three phases, namely the encryption and concealment phase, the extraction and decryption phase and the cooperative phase. The details of phases will be described in the subsections to follow.
Secret Sharing Protocol Using QR codes
Encryption and Concealment Phase
In this phase, a dealer divides a secret message into a number of shares. Each group member has a private key, which is only known to them, and a corresponding public key. The dealer knows, or has a way of obtaining, each group members' public key. The individual shares are then encrypted using the group members' respective public keys and a symmetric key, which is known by the dealer and all the authorized members. This results in an encrypted message for each share. A number of cover QR codes, which contain public information, are then generated. The number of cover QR codes is the same as the number of shares. Each encrypted share is then embedded within a QR code. The resulting QR codes can then be distributed by transmitting them to the participants over public channels. To a casual observer, the QR codes look inconspicuous and can be scanned to retrieve the public information. Only authorized individuals can obtain the shares. This phase is formally defined as follows: Definition 2. Let S be the secret message and S i be the individual shares, where i = {1, . . . , n} and n is the total number of group members. Furthermore, let k pub i represent a group member's public key and k priv i be the corresponding private key. k sym is a symmetric key that is known to the dealer and all the authorized group members. These will be used with the following algorithms.
• C i ← Enc(k pub i , S i ): This algorithm takes a share, S i , and encrypts it using a group member's public key, k pub i . This results in the encrypted message, C i .
This process 'XOR's the encrypted message, C i , with a symmetric key, k sym , to produce the encrypted hidden message, M i , which is to be embedded in a QR code.
Taking a public message, P i , this algorithm generates a cover QR code, CoverQR i .
This process embeds the encrypted hidden message, M i , into the cover QR code, CoverQR i , to produce a QR code, QR i .
The resulting QR codes, QR i , contain both public information and concealed encrypted information. These QR codes can be distributed over public channels, because only individuals with the necessary credentials can decrypt the hidden information.
The cover QR code generation process, Gen(P i ), can be implemented using any deterministic QR code generator that is based on the QR code standard. The aim is to produce a valid QR code that can be scanned and decoded by a standard QR code reader to obtain the public message, P i . For the embedding process, Emb(CoverQR i , M i ), one of the inputs is an encrypted hidden message, M i , which is to be embedded within the cover QR code, CoverQR i . The total amount of data in M i cannot exceed CoverQR i 's error correction capacity, otherwise the resulting QR code, QR i , will not be valid and will be unusable. Hence, the choice of CoverQR i 's version and error correction capacity must depend on the size of M i . The embedding process is possible due to error correction redundancy in QR codes and can be performed by replacing some of the redundant codewords in CoverQR i , as long as it maintains the integrity of the error correction mechanism. This is similar to how one can overlay an image on a QR code, and the partially obscured QR code can still be correctly decoded.
Extraction and Decryption Phase
The QR codes that contain both public and hidden information will be distributed to the group members. An authorized group member who possesses all the required credentials, namely, his/her private key and the symmetric key, will be able to obtain a share for the QR code. This is done by first extracting the hidden message from the QR code, decoding the hidden message using the symmetric key, then decrypting it using the group member's individual private key. This will allow the group member to correctly obtain his/her respective share.
Definition 3.
The following algorithms are used in this phase.
• M i ← Ext(QR i )): Given the QR code with the conceal information, QR i , this algorithm extracts the encrypted hidden message, M i , from it.
By 'XOR'ing the encrypted hidden message, M i , with the symmetric key, k sym , the encrypted message, C i , can be obtained.
This process obtains the share S i by decrypting the encrypted message, C i , using the private key, k priv i .
By extracting and decrypting the hidden information from the QR code, group member i will be able to obtain his/her respective share, S i .
QR codes constructed based on the QR code standard [21] are deterministic. Therefore, if a valid, but modified, QR code is scanned and decoded by a normal QR code reader, the user will be able to obtain the public message. The public message can then be used to reproduce the original, non-modified, QR code. Thus, the difference between the original and modified QR code can be determined by comparing the two. This is the underlying notion governing the hidden information extraction process, Ext(QR i ). While an adversary can also obtain this, the hidden information is encrypted and cannot be decrypted without the key.
Cooperative Phase
During this phase, group members would have already obtained their respective shares. To reveal the secret message that was distributed by the dealer, a qualified number of group members must cooperate by combining their shares together. For recovery of the secret message, in a (k, n) threshold secret sharing scheme, k or more shares must be present before the secret can be revealed. Any k − 1, or less, shares will not be able to reveal the secret. The method of recovery is dependent on the secret sharing scheme that is used. For example, if the secret sharing scheme that was defined in Definition 1 is employed, then Equation (1) will be used for recovering the secret message.
Analysis and Discussion
Implementation Guidelines
An implementation of the proposed protocol will require the use of a QR code embedding technique in conjunction with a secret sharing scheme. It should be noted that the resulting QR codes, i.e., QR i , must be valid QR codes. In other words, anybody with a standard QR code reader must be able to scan QR i and obtain the public message. Furthermore, the public message should be the same as the message in the cover QR code. The extraction process, i.e., M i ← Ext(QR i ), capitalizes on this fact, in that once the public message is obtained, the cover QR code can be reproduced by generating a QR code using the public message. Hence, the difference between the cover QR code and the QR i can be used to extract the concealed information.
In view of the fact that this embedding process exploits the QR code error correction mechanism, this means that the size of the encrypted share cannot be larger than the size of the cover QR code's error correction capacity. Otherwise, the resulting QR code will not be valid and cannot be decoded. This necessitates that the size of the cover QR code be significantly larger than the size of the encrypted share. As such, the appropriate cover QR code version and error correction level is reliant on the size of the shares that must be embedded.
An appropriate version and error correction level can be determined as follows. The data in QR codes are encoded within one or more blocks. An example of this was previously depicted in Figure 2 . The number of blocks, b, depends on the QR code version and error correction level, as defined in the QR code standard [21] . Each block is made up of a number of codewords, c, which consist of data codewords, d, and error correction codewords, e. Each block also has an error correction capacity, r, which is the maximum number of codewords in that block that can be in error. If the number of codewords within a block that are in error exceeds, r, the data in that block cannot be decoded, and hence, the whole QR code cannot be decoded correctly. This means that to embed hidden information within a QR code, the size of the embedded message, m, must be such that m < b × r. Otherwise, the error introduced by embedding the encrypted share, i.e., QR i ← Emb(CoverQR i , M i ), within CoverQR i , will overwhelm the error correction capacity of that QR code version and error correction level, resulting in an invalid QR i .
The covert QR code approach described in Chow et al. [14] is a method that can be used to hide the shares. This approach has the advantage that the hidden information itself uses a QR code, which means that both the hidden QR code and the cover QR code have error correction redundancy. This minimizes the chances of the hidden QR code being undecodable due to a dirty or damage to the covert QR code. Figure 4 provides an illustration of how this technique can be used to embed a encrypted share. Figure 4a shows a QR code that was generated with a secret message that is to be hidden in a cover QR code. Only the data and error correction codewords should be embedded, as shown in Figure 4b , because the function patterns can potentially leak information. Figure 4d shows the resulting QR code after the embedding process, i.e., the covert QR code. The covert QR code contains both the public message and the hidden information. The difference between the cover QR code and the resulting QR code with the embedded information is shown in Figure 4e . Note that both the QR codes shown in Figure 4c ,d are valid QR codes that can be decoded by a normal QR reader. In addition, they will both decode to the same public message.
An approach for implementing M i ← C i ⊕ k sym and its reverse C i ← M i ⊕ k sym is to use a deterministic random number generator. Since the size of C i varies depending on the length of the encrypted message, using the same seed, a random number generator can produce a deterministic sequence of random bits, which can be used for the XOR operation. This will ensure that the dealer and all participants will be able to perform the XOR operation with the same random bit sequence. However, an adversary will not be able to obtain this sequence of bits and thus will not be able decrypt the information. 
Security
Numerous secret sharing schemes can be used in conjunction with the proposed protocol. For example, the secret sharing scheme provided in Definition 1 can easily be incorporated into the protocol. Since the security of the protocol relies on the implemented techniques, the security of the proposed protocol is discussed as follows. Theorem 1. Shares in the proposed secret sharing protocol using QR codes as defined in Section 5 are secure.
Proof of Theorem 1. Security of the shares in the protocol is based on the underlying symmetric key and public key infrastructure that are used to encrypt the shares before transmission. Since the shares are embedded within a cover QR code, CoverQR i , the resulting QR code, QR i , will be modified and different from CoverQR i . This means that an adversary who suspects that QR i contains a hidden message can reconstruct CoverQR i using the public information decoded from QR i and subsequently find the difference between them. Nevertheless, the only information that will be revealed is the potential length of the share, based on the number QR code codewords that were modified. No other information can be extracted, because the adversary cannot decrypt the encrypted information without the keys. Let C represent the number of modified codewords in QR i , and the probability of success of a brute force attack is governed by 1 8×|C | , since each codeword contains eight modules.
The protocol described in Section 5 assumes that a public key infrastructure is in place where the dealer can obtain digital certificates of the group members from a trusted certification authority. Otherwise, instead of using a public key approach, an identity-based encryption method can easily replace the public key encryption.
Theorem 2.
The secret in the protocol defined in Section 5 is secure assuming that the underlying secret sharing scheme implemented in the protocol is secure. This means that any k − 1 or less shares will reveal no information about the secret.
Proof of Theorem 2.
A variety of secret sharing schemes can be implemented in conjunction with the protocol. The security of the secret in the protocol is based on the security of the secret sharing scheme such that if n shares are generated and distributed, any k − 1, or less, shares will reveal no information about the secret. This is a fundamental requirement of a (k, n) secret sharing scheme. As such, the proposed protocol is secure without information of k, or more, shares.
In the proposed protocol described in Section 5, if the group members cannot correctly recover the secret despite having k or more shares, This means that there is at least one unauthorized and malicious person among the group. If the implementation requires cheater detection, which refers to the ability to be able to detect whether a group member is malicious or a illegitimate individual is trying to tamper with the shares, a verifiable secret sharing scheme like Feldman's scheme [25] can be used. Such a verifiable secret sharing scheme will allow the other legitimate group members to identify the malicious individual(s) who did not provide valid share(s).
A practical consideration when using the protocol is that since shares by themselves do not reveal useful information, an authorized user may not know whether the share was decrypted correctly. As such, in practice, a human-readable string should be appended to the share and encrypted together with it. In this manner, if decrypting the hidden message produces a readable string, this will imply that the share was also successfully decrypted.
Conclusions
This study investigated a secret sharing protocol for distributing secret shares over public channels. The proposed approach is secure as only authorized individuals who have the necessary credentials can extract and decrypt the concealed information from the QR codes. Furthermore, the QR codes will not look suspicious to a casual observer, as they are valid QR codes that can be scanned and decoded by a normal QR code reader. However, without the required credentials, one can only obtain public information from the QR codes. With the correctly-decrypted shares, group members will have to cooperate to recover the secret. During the secret recovery process in the proposed protocol, unauthorized participants will be revealed as they will not have valid shares. The security underlying the protocol was examined, and it was shown to be secure. Since many diverse secret sharing schemes can be used in conjunction with the proposed approach, a thorough implementation to compare the incorporation of several such schemes with the protocol will be the topic of future research.
